
  

Music at the Meeting House —  
“Beyond Boundaries: Songs of the People” 
 
by Mike Telin  

 
“I’m excited about this particular program because 
I’ve been doing the ‘Beyond Boundaries’ project for 
many years,” vocalist Amanda Powell said during a 
telephone conversation. In the past the project has 
focused heavily on jazz. “I’ve always wanted to 
create an iteration of it that included some folk 
artists. And this program is the beginning of that leg 
of my exploration.” 
  
On Sunday, May 13 at 4:00 pm at First Church in 
Oberlin, Music at the Meeting House will present 
Amanda Powell, lutenist Brian Kay, and bassist Dave 
Morgan in a free concert titled “Beyond Boundaries: 

Songs of the People.” 
  
Powell said that she and her colleagues came up with the idea for Sunday’s program 
when they were creating another project for Apollo’s Fire. “Brian Kay is a 
multi-instrumentalist who specializes in early music as well folk music. He and I have 
collaborated a lot with Apollo’s fire — we directed a show for them last summer called 
‘Mediterranean Roots,’ which we will bring back to life in a new version this summer, 
and I’ve invited Dave to be a part of it. When we were working on that project, the three 
of us decided that we wanted to do a ‘Beyond Boundaries’ program together. This 
concert is our first chance to do that.” 
  
It was the program’s subtitle that guided their repertoire choices. “When we were 
choosing the set list, I kept thinking of the theme Songs of the People in the sense of 
exploring folk music from different places and time periods.” 
  
The set list will feature Appalachian, early English, Arabic, Irish, and Nigerian music. 
“I’ve also put together a work from Palestinian and Israeli prayers for peace — two 
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different prayers from nations that are living on the same soil and trying to find their 
voices. I think people are going to hear music that represents the human experience and 
spirit throughout time and from many places. It was a challenge to make sure we include 
everything that we want without giving the audience whiplash as we journey through, 
but we tried to craft the order in a way that will allow people to make the connections 
between an early John Dowland piece and a modern composition by Brian Kay.”  
  
The vocalist said that she also looks forward to “sharing the front of the stage” with Kay. 
“Brian is a person who can pick up any instrument and make it sound magical — he’s a 
lead singer and instrumentalist. We have performed some great improvised programs 
together and we’ve always had a blast going from blues to early music to Arabic folk 
music.” 
  
Powell called Kay and Morgan “great musicians.” But another reason she thinks the 
partnership works so well is that they all share similar philosophies about music and 
what it can mean to a society. “I teach at Cleveland State and Dave teaches at 
Youngstown State. We see the academic realities of music, and how sometimes students 
can get burned out because they forget why they are pursuing music to begin with — 
they lose the passion. Part of our passion as educators is to help students remember the 
core of why they are doing it.” 
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